
Spelling Lesson 21 - The World According to Humphrey  

 

event  Sentence: The parade was a spectacular event. Definition: something that happens, often noteworthy  

humor  Sentence: The funny boy has a great sense of humor. Definition: the quality of being funny or amusing  

rapid  Sentence: The race car's rapid pace set a new record. Definition: very fast in movement  

music  Sentence: He played beautiful music on his guitar. Definition: melodies or sounds meant to be pleasing  

relief  Sentence: Air conditioning provides relief from heat. Definition: release from discomfort or pain  

planet  Sentence: Our planet revolves around the sun. Definition: large object that revolves around the sun  

detail  Sentence: I shared every small detail of the trip. Definition: an item or a particular of minor importance  

unite  Sentence: We will unite together for the cause. Definition: to combine or come together  

frozen  Sentence: The ice cubes in the freezer were frozen. Definition: solidified by cold temperatures  

figure  Sentence: Every historical figure we study had some influence on the future. Definition: a person who is 
well-known for a specific reason  

siren  Sentence: A siren goes off to warn people of a tornado. Definition: a loud warning signal  

polite  Sentence: She is always polite and never rude. Definition: having good manners and behavior  

hotel  Sentence: We stayed in a luxury hotel on the beach. Definition: lodge that provides rooms to travelers  

protest  Sentence: I will protest the new rule if I object to it. Definition: to object or complain  

punish  Sentence: She will punish me by taking away my game. Definition: to discipline wrongdoing  

defend  Sentence: We will defend the castle against enemies. Definition: to keep safe from something  

relay  Sentence: Their team won the relay. Definition: a team race with a baton  

habit  Sentence: He has a habit of eating eggs every day.  Definition: established pattern of behavior, or 
routine  

student  Sentence: The student is learning from her teacher. Definition: someone who attends classes to learn  

moment  Sentence: The quick rain storm lasted only a moment. Definition: a very brief period of time 

 


